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The 78-79 Fall
Semester at 

Brevard College
“Memories 
of Moments
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B.C. soccer player, Ted Winston, moves in for the kill.

The ending of the semester 
brings about many feelings of 
contentment, exhaustion and 
relief as freshmen look back over 
the last four months. Many of the 
freshmen seem pleased that the 
sem es te r  is finally  over; 
however, they anticipate next 
semester as being a bit harder 
than their first here a t Brevard.

Many opinions about the role of 
academics and the college itself 
have been , expressed by the 
freshmen. Judy Huber stated 
"There is a better eprsonal 
relationship on the campus than I 
expected there to be.” She also 
added that although she will have

a bigger c lass load next high school. “This semester ha; 
semester, she does not expect it been hardd and busy; it has beei 
be extremely hard. Another a real challenge." “The peopl< 
freshmen, Debbie Billingsley, are very ‘interesting’." Te< 
said The semester was hard at expects that the next semestei 
first, and I didn t like it, but now I will "fall into place m ore" and b« 
really do." She anticipates next easier.

, sem ester as being easier with 
more things going on. ^3^

Kitty Brandon feels tha t says that the college has been fun 
although there was a lot of this semester and has helped him 
studying to be done, it was worth meet a lot of new people. “Next 
her time. She has enjoyed semester will be easier, because 
Brevard very much, and she now I have learned the ropes of 
looks forward to what lies ahead college." 
next semester.

Pennsylvania Ted Price, viewf The freshmen all feel the 
Brevardd as being a drastic coming vacation is well deserved 
cultural change. According tcand are looking forward to the 
him, it is very different from his second semester.

Students stroll to class.


